Name of Class

FireNymph and
Murchadh

BDSM, Kink, and Parenting: Navigating
Raising Your Spawn While Trying to
Keep Your Social Life Alive

Room

Georgia 14

Date

04/18/2019

Start

4:30 PM

End

Description of Class

5:45 PM

Miss Bettie

BDSM Newbie Information - Down the
Rabbit Hole

Georgia 3

4/18/2019

4:30 PM

5:45 PM

Joe_Soap

Negotiation Sandbox

Georgia 4/10

04/18/2019

4:30 PM

5:45 PM

Annhinga

Intro to Negotiation, Consent, and Safe
Play

Georgia 9

4/18/2019

4:30 PM

5:45 PM

PlaineJane

Humiliation and Degradation: Shaming
the One(s) you love

Georgia 13

4/18/2019

6:00 PM

7:15 PM

Rope Track Presenters

Rope Q&A Panel Session

Georgia 4/10

04/18/2019

6:00 PM

7:15 PM

Azrael556

The Game of Stuff- Gear Selection For
The Newcomer

Georgia 9

4/18/2019

6:00 PM

7:15 PM

Betty Cockwhore

Consent – Learning From Each Other. A
Panel Discussion

Georgia 3

4/18/2019

7:00 PM

8:15 PM

Raising kids is hard. Raising kids and not losing sight of who
you are is even harder. Trying to maintain a BDSM dynamic,
social life, and stay kinky while raising small humans is
almost impossible. Join us as we share personal stories and
insight on staying true to yourself while surrounded by
diapers and dirty clothes. If you're expecting a bundle of joy,
outnumbered by crotch goblins, and everyone in between
come laugh and learn from our success and failures.

Ever feel like Alice in a strange new place? Ever find
yourself wandering without any idea what in the world is
going on? Ever see strange, ritualistic behavior and feel out
of place because you don’t understand it? Well Miss Bettie
is here to help uncover some of those mysteries. Here, you’
ll learn about groups, parties, rules, roles, definitions, and
anything else you can think to ask. This class is shaped
mostly by what you want to know. So bring your questions
and an open mind.
Negotiation is one of the most important elements of
consensual kink. Often we build this skill by making
mistakes and dealing with their unfortunate consequences.
In this participation-based workshop we will stage mock
rope pickup play negotiations then discuss their results and
potential pitfalls without the pressure or risk of an actual
scene. Although rope will be used to focus our examples,
the lessons should be broadly applicable to other types of
negotiation, from the top or bottom.
Are you a new(ish) player who wishes to be equipped with
knowledge that will enable you to get your kink on while, at
the same time, protecting your body, mind, and spirit?
Atlanta-native Annhinga believes all responsible players in
kink/BDSM activities should have shared rules and
vocabulary to show mutual understanding and regard.
Toward that end, she'll provide encouraging talk and a
printed takeaway on the basics or negotiation, consent, and
safe play.
Humiliation and Degradation are subjective concepts which
can add complexity and creativity to any scene or dynamic.
Join PlaineJane into a journey of both shame and
embarrassment as she explores the differences, similarities,
and overlap between humiliation and degradation. Jane will
provide useful tips for creating safe spaces for emotional
edge play.
This class is not for the faint of heart as Jane will delve into
different types and expressions of humiliation and
degradation play.
Unfamiliar with rope bondage and wondering what it's all
about? New to rope and looking for some information and
tips? Or just an old salt who loves talking shop? Join us for a
panel discussion among various rope players where
audience questions will drive much of the conversation,
moderated by Joe Soap.
BDSM is often a game of stuff. We all love neat stuff.
Collars, cuffs, chains, locks, poky things, beaty things, sharp
things. But how do we decide what we need versus what
we want because it looked really cool in high budget
expensive fetish porn? Yes, I have bought cuffs just for the
look on the catalog model. How do we accomplish this
without going broke? Where does quality break even versus
price? And once we have it, how do we store it, transport it,
and sometimes hide it from Mom?
Panelists from various lifestyles (BDSM, power exchange,
role play, kink, consensual non-monogamy, poly, swinger
and/or vanilla) join to share their unique stories of consent
successes and failures. Attendees & panelist will have
opportunity to ask each other questions as we seek to
understand how different lifestyles apply rules of consent
differently and how those from every lifestyle can benefit
from knowing more about each other.

Name of Class

Room

Date

Start

End

Arc_Ulfgrim

Introduction to Primal Play

Savannah 1

4/18/2019

7:30 PM

8:45 PM

Auddie

Age Play and Body Image

Savannah 3

4/18/2019

7:30 PM

8:45 PM

Arc_Ulfgrim

The Primal Meet and Greet

Savannah 1

4/18/2019

9:00 PM

until

Gwydion's psyche

Ageplay Meet-n-Greet

Savannah 3

4/18/2019

9:00 PM

until

Em

Primal as a role

Atlanta 3

Peter Heid

KnottyJavi

4/19/2019 10:00 AM

11:15 AM

How to get a person into a latex balloon
Ballroom Central 4/19/2019 10:00 AM
without killing the balloon or the person

11:15 AM

Prerequisite Rope

Georgia 04/10

04/19/2019

10:00 AM

11:15 AM

Ignixia

BDSM 101

Georgia 9

4/19/2019 10:00 AM

11:15 AM

Ouroboros

Knife Play 101

Savannah 2

4/19/2019 10:00 AM

11:15 AM

Gwydion's psyche

Body Scribble Party

Savannah 3

4/19/2019 10:00 AM

11:15 AM

Description of Class
This class will cover various techniques used to incorporate
kicking, punching, slapping and shoving. Learn how to safely
use your hands, arms and feet, where to hit and not to hit
and how to hurt without harming. There are many facets to
this interesting hands on type of play.
This will be a round table discussion lead by Auddie. The
goal is to discuss body issues surrounding ageplay and the
ageplay community in an open, transparent forum. Topics
include age, weight, disabilities, gender, and preconceived
ideas about WHO can be an ageplayer. Please come and
share your experiences and stories with fellow ageplayers.
This is a meet and greet for anyone interested in primal
play to come and meet and mingle with the other primal
players in attendance at Frolicon. This is a chance for folx
to talk with primal new and old and to find out about what
all the primal community has on offer during Frolicon 2019.
It’s time to frolic! Come check us out and get a head start at
meeting up with like-minded ageplayers. We're having a
low key get together before the con fully kicks off where we
can introduce ourselves to new people and say hello to old
friends.
What does it mean when someone says they're primal?
Let's talk about what it means to those who identify as one.
We'll cover basic types of primals, general community
terms, history of the primal movement, group structures,
and more. Come and get your questions answered in a
group discussion about what it means to be primal.
How to get a person into a latex balloon without killing the
balloon or the person. Yes you read correctly, wait there is
more, what do you do when they are in the balloon? Why
not add another person or many more? E. g. toss a Hitachi
inside and see what fun can happen in a balloon when kinky
minds get involved. This class will cover safety , supplies
and how to get people in and out and more. This will be a
hands on class and there will be opportunity to participate
to top or bottom balloons.
This block of instruction should bring any one who is new to
rope with the building blocks to be successful for any follow
on classes they may take during Frolicon. We shall teach
single column knots and frictions relevant for the pattern
focused classes offered.

Congrats! You’ve found the exciting world of BDSM.
Perhaps you read about it in a book, saw it in a video, or
heard about it from some friends. Something about it
intrigued you, whether it was just a few days ago or years
ago, and now you’re looking for more. This class will cover
the very basics of BDSM and what a public dungeon is like;
a great primer for those just starting out and wanting to
explore.
Knives carry a unique cultural and psychological weight that
can bring tremendous intensity to a scene. Also, they can
produce a diverse range of sensations, from erotic to
excruciating. However, these benefits carry an element of
risk that requires special negotiations, technique, and
preparation. Whether you are interested in adding knives
to other scenes or building experiences centered on knife
play, this class will deliver the basic knowledge you need to
unlock the potential of knives.
How many times were you told not to scribble on yourself
as a kid? Not today! Join us as we color, paint, and glitter
ourselves and each other! Bring your own supplies or use
ours. You can stay as clothed or get as naked as you feel
comfortable—this is a safe space. While this party is geared
towards ageplayers, any and all who are accepting are
welcome to come have fun!

Name of Class

Amethyst

Reiki and Chakra Play

Boomer

Single tail 101 - Single Tail Basics

Sacara

UPDATE: Class changed to Saturday
Georgia 13 1:00-2:15
Violet Wands exploration, kit
development and skill share!

Tonya (CarnalEnigma)

CVT for Seamstresses

Creative Catherine

Room

Atlanta 3

Date

Start

End

4/19/2019 11:30 AM

12:45 PM

Ballroom Central 4/19/2019 11:30 AM

12:45 PM

Ballroom Central 4/19/2019

2:30 PM

3:45 PM

Georgia 14

4/19/2019 11:30 AM

12:45 PM

Pick up Play: Artist or novice?

Georgia 3

4/19/2019 11:30 AM

12:45 PM

Joe_Soap

Sense and the Single Rope

Georgia 4/10

04/19/2019

11:30 AM

12:45 PM

Ms. Noël

Negotiation 101: Knowing Your Rights &
Responsibilities on Both Sides of the
Slash

Georgia 9

4/19/2019 11:30 AM

12:45 PM

Jacob the Male Doula

Rescheduled for Saturday: Inducing
Lactation for fun and profit!

Room 127

4/19/2019 11:30 AM

12:45 PM

Sir Devious

How to Butle. Non-sexual D/s dynamics

Savannah 2

4/19/2019 11:30 AM

12:45 PM

Description of Class
Reiki and Chakra work is often thought of as a mode of
Energy Healing but these can also be used as an intimate
and intense manner of play as well. An added benefit to
energy play is that it can be used in long distance dynamics.
This class will discuss the history of Reiki and how it can be
used to achieve sexual and spiritual gratification in your
dynamic.
Starting out with a single tail can be an intimidating
prospect. A good single tail is relatively expensive, takes
knowledge to select and takes time and practice to master.
I hope, through sharing my knowledge and skill, to remove
the difficulty of selecting, practicing with and using a single
tail for the first time. Topics will include
whip selection and care, safety issues associated with single
tails, some simple and basic throwing techniques, and
practice and play strategies
With this class and demo we’ll go over safety and basic
techniques for anyone just starting to look into violet
wands and then move on to pervertables, electrodes,
purchase & kit building strategies, using violet wands with
other types of play, using it for its debated health benefits,
and adding violet wands to your personal dynamic. This will
be an interactive experience, so folks will be able to try a
number of the things we go over.
CVT stands for clit and vaginal torture. Have you ever
smiled as you ripped a seam and thought of other things
you could do with your seam ripper? Have you ever
attached sewing clips to yourself or a friend? Used needles
in a manner other than intended?
Maybe you don't sew at all, but now you are intrigued? Let
me show you ways to use your sewing supplies the
manufacturer never intended.
Is it just negotiating well? How much is too much or too
little? Is pick up play casual play or edge play? Are you
getting your needs met without being the "do me" person
or is being the "do me" person just right? Is a hookup
different from pick up play? What are the skill sets of
people who get pick up play? How are they stacking the
deck to have good experiences? Expect a skills share, some
worksheets, resources, and a fully interactive class!
Explore the single-rope play style known as ichinawa and
discover its interaction with the senses through short
guided exercises. For this class you will need a partner and
an 8-meter (~26-foot) piece of rope, preferably of natural
fiber. Any experience level is welcome. We will be seated or
kneeling on the ground while playing, so you may want to
bring a blanket or padding for comfort.
Blindfolds/bandanas are optional but encouraged. (We will
have limited materials on hand to lend out.)
You’ve found this amazing world of sexiness and silliness,
you’ve found someone delicious to explore it with you, and
you’ve found your toys- you’re ready to play! Or, are you?
Learn how to discuss expectations for play, ruling out or
adding in sex to your play, potential trauma triggers,
aftercare needs, and a variety of other topics necessary for
safe and sexy playtimes.
This class will go over the process of inducing lactation for
people of all genders who are interested in doing so for
sexual gratification, D/s or hucow relationships or just out
of curiosity.
In this class we'll discuss how to be a Gentleman's
gentleman. We'll discuss protocols, communications,
needs, desires, and how to build a role into a House that is
based on Victorian era servant's codes. We'll discuss table
service, household service, event service, and non verbal
communication skills necessary for anyone looking to be a
butler or valet.

Name of Class

Room

Auddie

Submissive Littles

Savannah 3

Oneknot

Introduction To Floggers

Miss Bettie

Needles 101 – can I poke you please?

Georgia 13

Jade

Using all your senses in a scene

PlaineJane

Date

Start

4/19/2019 11:30 AM

Ballroom Central 4/19/2019

End

12:45 PM

1:00 PM

2:15 PM

4/19/2019

1:00 PM

2:15 PM

Georgia 14

4/19/2019

1:00 PM

2:15 PM

CBT: Genitorture for the Modern Era of
Sexuality

Georgia 3

4/19/2019

1:00 PM

2:15 PM

Lunatic Bound and
Dysis

Climbing the Ladder

Georgia 4/10

4/19/2019

1:00 PM

2:15 PM

Annhinga

Intro to Impact

Georgia 9

4/19/2019

1:00 PM

2:15 PM

AJ Renard

Bottoming for the Violet Wand

Room 123

4/19/2019

1:00 PM

2:15 PM

Rarius Daemon

The art of the Gorean Slave
(kajira/kajiru Positions

Room 125

4/19/2019

1:00 PM

2:15 PM

AutumnOrange

How to Avoid the Crash

Room 127

4/19/2019

1:00 PM

2:15 PM

Description of Class
This class is about submissives that identify as littles and/or
littles that are submissive i.e. participate in power exchange
dynamics. This class will discuss how the roles of little and
submissive can co-exist and function together. This is not a
101 class and we will present under the assumption that
basic terminology is understood. Questions to ponder: How
do you serve a Top while being little? How can you
navigate the roles of little and submissive in daily life?
In this class we will dive into the world of floggers from the
perspective of a first timer. I will cover the different types
and styles of floggers as well as basic mechanics and
techniques for using them. This will be a hands on class
with floggers provided to all participants, so come ready to
get some hands on experience using one of the favorite
toys of our community.
Miss Bettie will take you through the basics of playing with
hypodermic needles. She’ll discuss types of needles,
gauges, and where to purchase them. She’ll also go over
the extra safety precautions necessary when play can
involve bodily fluids and how to be as safe as possible in a
dungeon setting. You will even get the opportunity to push
a few needles if you’re so inclined. If needles are something
you’re interested in but just haven’t had the chance to
learn, now is that chance.
This is an interactive class. Please come ready to learn,
share and teach. We all perceive the world differently. This
class is to help us all discover new ideas to add to our play.
The focus is to add depth to your play and scene. I will be
covering all of our senses: taste, smell, visual, auditory,
tactile and what we might be thinking or feeling. Ideals to
use in public and private play. So let’s add some spice,
some laughter, some tears, something more…
PlaineJane will discuss the variations and options for CBT
within the "Modern" era of sexuality that exists today. Jane
will discuss sensual as well as sexual options for genitorture
and some sadistic twists to some of the classic forms of CBT
and genitorture. This demo will include breast, vaginal and
genial torture as well as time for Q&A. Jane will provide
safety tips, Do's and Don't You Dare!s that will provide a
better understanding of how fear and trust can be
wonderful tools in genitortur
This class is all about a fun and simple floor tie that works
quite well with dresses, skirts, kilts and kimono. This
beginner's class is going to talk about how we lay and
control tension on the body to create exposure and a sense
of vulnerability in a progressive fashion.
This fun, interactive class will introduce participants to the
basics of impact toys and their proper use. Annhinga's
partner and submissive, slave_slut_elle, will be Her (and
your) willing victim.
Bottoming for the Violet Wand is a class focused on skills for
Violet Wand bottoms, or those interested in bottoming for
electrical play. We will discuss safety, how to vet and assess
Wand Tops' skills and knowledge, how to negotiate the type
of play and experience you want, the after-effects of a wand
scene, and more! This class also provides a hands-on
opportunity to experience a variety of different sensations
from the wand, for both new and experienced bottoms.

Ever wonder what "those" people are kneeling for? Why
are their hands a certain way? What actually is nadu or
obeisance 1,2,3?. Come join us as Master Daemon teaches
the slave positions for all slaves and explains the WHYs and
history behind them.
Everyone that has gone to con has experienced the “con
blues”, “con drop”, or “crashing” after an event is over and
done with. This class will give you tips, tricks, and
suggestions on how to mitigate this awful feeling. So, come
learn, give tips of your own, and hopefully find your own
way to avoid the crash.

Name of Class

Room

Date

Start

End

Auddie

Ageplay and Obstacles

Savannah 3

4/19/2019

1:00 PM

2:15 PM

LuggageMonkeys

Primal Play: Slipping into Your Own Skin

Atlanta 3

4/19/2019

2:30 PM

3:45 PM

Shdwkitten

Scarification

Georgia 14

4/19/2019

2:30 PM

3:45 PM

Archer

Service Topping Without Becoming A
Fetish Delivery System

Georgia 3

4/19/2019

2:30 PM

3:45 PM

-CHIRAL- and
KnottyJavi

Chest Harness Variations (Teppou &
Usagi)

Georgia 4/10

4/19/2019

2:30 PM

3:45 PM

Travis

Artistic Cutting / Microbranding (cell
popping)

Georgia 9

4/19/2019

2:30 PM

3:45 PM

LotusLane

More than a Mouthful: Biting for
Pleasure & Pain

Georgia 9

4/19/2019

5:30 PM

6:45 PM

Betty Cockwhore

Don’t Tell Me What You Want to Do.
Tell Me How You Want to Feel

Room 123

4/19/2019

2:30 PM

3:45 PM

AutumnOrange

Humiliation and Degradation

Room 127

4/19/2019

2:30 PM

3:45 PM

Description of Class
Sometimes life gets in the way of your kink. This class will
discuss some of the mundane obstacles that we have
encountered in our ageplay journey. We will offer tips and
tricks to help you overcome obstacles such as long distance,
disabilities, money, growing older, and polyamory.
If you're curious about primal play, this class is for you.
Even if you don't identify as primal! Yes, you can do it (and
enjoy it!) however you identify. It can be affectionate,
violent, sensual, or something else. LuggageMonkeys and
LotusLane will show ways to explore primal play with a
partner. They will cover highlights and screw-ups from their
own experience, while also covering consent, negotiation,
headspace, and more. We're all consenting adults - but we
can let the wild things out, too.
When I was 13, I discovered a Rolling Stone article about
tribal scarification, and was fascinated. Since then I've
experimented with brandings, cuttings, and ink-less tattoos
as means to create temporary or permanent scar patterns.
In this class, after looking over the history of scarification in
tribal cultures, I will demonstrate ink-less tattoos and
rubbing cigar ash into a cutting. Note: This is not a 101-level
class, and for safety basics I recommend you attend a class
on cuttings.
Service Top…eww.Many people dismiss Service Tops as if
they are not really dominant and the term gets used as a
pejorative.Service Topping can be a wonderful experience
for people who have a dominant personality and are
fulfilled by providing service.The two things are not
mutually exclusive however, Service Topping can
sometimes end with the Top not getting their needs met.
Learn ways of being comfortable as a Service Top and how
to negotiate to avoid burn out and get our needs fulfilled.
Built with some of the same building blocks as the OSTK3,
the Teppou (Rifle tie) and the Usagi (rabbit tie) are both
chest harnesses that have one or two elbows in the air.
These unique body positions not only creates exposure in
the bottom but also has fun potential in suspensions.
The basic of artistic cutting, microbranding and needle play.
Active demonstration of all three with emphasis on safety,
material and tools needed, where to buy them, how to
negotiate the scene and what the short and long term
results (consequences) can be.
No matter what your play style, sinking your teeth into
someone taps into a visceral, deep-seated part of the
psyche. Join Luggagemonkeys and LotusLane for a look at
the many flavors of biting, from straitlaced to savage. They
will cover headspace, medical info, tricks, and how to
weave it into other BDSM play. Not to mention a quick peek
at the more sensitive parts. There will be audience
participation, too, for those who bring a friend! We're all
made of meat, folks. We might as well enjoy it!
The net result of what we do (kink, BDSM, etc.) is a set of
brain chemicals that make us feel a certain way. Spanking,
for example, isn’t about palm-on-butt contact; it’s about
feeling powerful, humiliated, disciplined, or any number of
other emotions. Making a partner feel humiliated when
they want to feel like a powerful submissive will not result
in a positive interaction. This workshop is for anyone who
wants to improve their satisfaction in the lifestyle through
better communication.
Fear. Shame. Humiliation. These are things we avoid. They
make us uncomfortable. We actively try to push them to
the side. What if we didn’t avoid them? What if we
embraced them instead? This class will teach you how to
explore, negotiate, play with, and embrace the things we
try to hide from. So, come, hear about the basics, learn
what you can, and then watch as those same principles are
brought to life in a fun and completely humiliating
demonstration. ^_^

Name of Class

MELefecent

How to Kitten and Get your Needs Met

Room

Savannah 2

Date

04/19/2019

Start

2:30 PM

End

Description of Class

3:45 PM

Auddie

Everyday Age Play

Savannah 3

4/19/2019

2:30 PM

3:45 PM

The Kinky Butterfly

Something new, maybe black and blue:
Making Connections

Atlanta 3

4/19/2019

4:00 PM

5:15 PM

Miss Bettie

Get in Loser, We're doing Butt stuff!

04/19/2019

4:00 PM

5:15 PM

Lady Catherine

Physicality: Punching, Kicking and
Slapping

Ballroom Central 4/20/2019

4:00 PM

5:15 PM

Samdan

Mummification - Wiggle Like an
Egyptian

Georgia 13

4/19/2019

4:00 PM

5:15 PM

Pup Emrys

Puppy Play 101

Georgia 14

4/19/2019

4:00 PM

5:15 PM

RopeTigerDaddy

Making and Using Tawses - Scottish
Disciplinary Tools

Georgia 3

4/19/2019

4:00 PM

5:15 PM

-CHIRAL-

Chest Harness Variations [Tengu & Arms
in front]

Georgia 4/10

4/19/2019

4:00 PM

5:15 PM

Andy Close

Erotic Boot Blacking

Georgia 9

4/19/2019

4:00 PM

5:15 PM

Wolfgang Phuck

Your Pussy is Perfect

Ballroom Central

Room 123

4/19/2019

4:00 PM

5:15 PM

Do you find yourself purring and mewing around to get the
attention you crave, but end up not getting what you need? In
this class, we will be discussing what needs we as felines have and
how to get these needs met fully and safely. Pet play, or as I
personally enjoy, "kittening", is a beautiful and playful way to
satisfy your desire for touch, tenderness, and intimacy.

This class will be taught by Mr. Ace and auddie, who have
been in a power exchange dynamic for 5 years with a focus
on age play. This class will discuss navigating Age Play on a
daily basis in a full time 24/7 power exchange dynamic. We
will discuss setting rules and boundaries, rituals for age play
relationships, negotiating rules, and punishments. This class
is designed to discuss the ways in which age play can be
engaged in on a daily basis.
Think "Wish Fufillment for Dummies"...a meet and
greet/speed dating style event for people who want to try
out the kinky things you've seen and learned about in
Frolicon panels.
Does the idea of anal play or anal sex excite you? Weird
you out? Make you curious? Have questions? Concerns?
Fantasies? Well come on in and let Miss Bettie tell you all
about the BUTT!! We'll talk about safety, anatomy, biology,
toys, lube, fun, and pleasure. I'll answer your questions and
you'll get to watch some of this "butt stuff" live and inperson!

This class will cover various techniques used to incorporate
kicking, punching, slapping and shoving. Learn how to safely
use your hands, arms and feet, where to hit and not to hit
and how to hurt without harming. There are many facets to
this interesting hands on type of play.
Do you like rope, but think it's not constricting enough? Do
you hate rope because it takes so damn long to do AND
YOU JUST NOTICED THAT YOU MESSED UP THAT KNOT 20
MINUTES AGO? The answer may lie in common household
goods! In this class, world renowned ADHD-haver Samdan
will show you the finer points of saran wrap bondage, up to
full-body mummifications. Also covered will be all of the
safety issues you need to be aware of to keep your sexy
mummy from being a dead (and unsexy) mummy.
Woof! What would it be like to have your existence revolve
around getting your ears scratched, chasing a ball, and
curling up at your Owner's feet? We’re going to offer a 101
class in puppy play. What are human-puppies, what do they
do, and how do they fit into the BDSM/Leather scene? We’
ll also cover some practical info on toys, gear and safety
issues.
This class will be a hand's on class where participants can
make and take with them a leather handmade tawse.
Tawses are small leather straps used in impact play. There
is a special technique to using them that I will teach as well.
The Takate-Kote (TK) is not the only chest harness in town!
A hands in front chest tie is a great alternative to a TK when
limited flexibility is an issue while the tengu tie (some call it
the T-rex tie) is a fun way to turn your bottom into an
adorable dinosaur. Whether for fun or function, these two
ties are belong in any rigger's toolbox.
This is not a 101 how to class. I will show you how to take
leather care skills and incorporate them into several types
of scenes from the erotic to the edgy.
This workshop is for anyone curious about cisgender female
sexual anatomy.
Every woman is the sum of the same parts, arranged
differently. And just as every woman’s bellybutton is unique,
so is her pussy. Individual differences can make finding the
G-spot and clitoris challenging. In this workshop, the Clit
Whisperer will expose the 9 most common varieties of
sexual anatomy of cisgender females.
To hell with the unrealistic expectations set by modern
pornography! Your pussy is perfect.

Name of Class

Room

Date

Start

End

Master Inferno and
Lady Steele

The Big D

Savannah 2

4/19/2019

4:00 PM

5:15 PM

LittleCuteAsaButton

(A.S.A.P) Ageplayer Sip and Paint

Savannah 3

4/19/2019

4:00 PM

5:15 PM

Wolfgang Phuck

Clit Whisperer

Atlanta 1

4/19/2019

5:30 PM

6:45 PM

Anna Baxter, LPC

Trans Genital Torture

Atlanta 2

4/19/2019

5:30 PM

6:45 PM

Arc_Ulfgrim

Basics of Energy Play

Atlanta 3

4/19/2019

5:30 PM

6:45 PM

Ignixia

Identity Lifeboat

Atlanta 5

4/19/2019

5:30 PM

6:45 PM

Strict Dave

Canes & Other Rods

Georgia 14

4/19/2019

5:30 PM

6:45 PM

Master Varii

Binding the Body to Fuck the Mind

Georgia 3

4/19/2019

5:30 PM

6:45 PM

Mike

Tension, Speed, and Distance

Georgia 4/10

4/19/2019

5:30 PM

6:45 PM

Description of Class
Many people dive head first into the BDSM world while
thinking of rope, handcuffs, and other restraints (Bondage)
or perhaps the giving (Sadism) or receiving (Masochism) of
pain. A lot of participants breeze over “the big D,” or the
discipline aspect of BDSM. For some, discipline is the heart
and soul of what it is that we do. Join Master Inferno &
Lady Steele as she speaks on what richness discipline can
add to your power exchange relationship, even if that
relationship is with yourself.
Attention little, middles, babygirls & babyboy,AB, DL. Its
finally time to bust out your bottles, sippies, and cups fill
them with whatever you like, and come express yourselves
. Everything from finger paint to detailed artistry will be
available to you to make something your proud of to show
to your favorite someone . There will be music and your
favorite media being shown. This is an all inclusive event.
Whether you attended "Your Pussy is Perfect" or not join
Wolfgang Phuck as he helps navigate the female anatomy
and explores different ways to orgasm.
Many transgender and gender nonconforming people
experience body dysphoria focused on their genitals. As a
sexual partner of a trans person, you have a unique
opportunity to affirm their identity. With the right attitude,
language, and props, genital torture can help transgender
people feel more comfortable with their body and more
confident in their true gender. In addition to play
techniques, we will discuss body positivity and how to
alleviate anxiety.
This is a class covering the basics of energy play. We will
discuss what energy play is, what it can do, and what it
can't do. We will discuss basic concepts of grounding and
centering. We will engage in some guided energy work and
basic partner interactions. We will also cover the ethics of
energy work and its use as a tool to bring partnerships
closer together in a fun and consentual way.
Feeling lost in a sea of identifiers? Maybe you just aren’t
sure where you fit, or perhaps you’re wondering why we
need 51 gender identities on social media, or you know for
a fact that labels are bad and we just need to cast them all
away! This class will cover information about a wide range
of identifiers, how we use them, and why they’re important
in our daily lives.
Rods have been used for disciplinary purposes for millennia.
They are daunting and devastatingly effective for that
purpose but can be amazing for recreational play as well.
This class will cover many subjects, including selection,
care, hygienic concerns, the handling and impact
implications of various physical characteristics (length,
width, flexibility, material, etc.), the notoriously difficult issue
of symmetry, and more ideas for usage/application than you
might have thought possible.

Bondage is both a mental and physical experience. Creating
maximum vulnerability intensifies a scene. We will create
some diabolical and delightful predicaments by mixing rope
with a variety of toys (anal, genital, and nipple devices). If
you love to play, and enjoy watching your bottom squirm,
you are going to really love this class!
Rope education often focuses on learning specific technical
skills but ignores connection with their partner. This class is
all about connection, and how to use rope to enhance it.
We’ll discuss and practice controlling mood and feelings in
rope bondage through aspects of tying such as rhythm,
tension, and beauty. This class is for all who wish to
improve their communication with rope, regardless of
experience level. Participation is encouraged, so please
bring a partner and 1-2 lengths of rope.

Name of Class

Room

Date

Start

End

Peter Heid

Mouth Gags: the business of keeping
quiet.

Room 123

4/19/2019

5:30 PM

6:45 PM

Sir Gwydion

The Poly Playground: Ageplay and
responsible non-monogamy panel

Savannah 3

4/19/2019

5:30 PM

6:45 PM

LittleCuteAsaButton

Petting Zoo

Savannah 2/3

4/19/2019

7:00 PM

9:00 PM

Strict Dave

Frolicon Corporal Punishment Court

Savannah 2/3

4/19/2019

9:00 PM

until

Oneknot

Advanced Flogging Techniques

Hunter Greene

Puppy Mosh

Georgia 13

4/20/2019 10:00 AM

11:15 AM

PlaineJane

Body Worship and Torture: Creating
Powerful Physical Connections

Georgia 3

4/20/2019 10:00 AM

11:15 AM

Lunatic Bound and
Dysis

Bondage FUNdamentals

Georgia 4/10

4/20/2019 10:00 AM

11:15 AM

Ballroom Central 4/20/2019 10:00 AM

11:15 AM

Description of Class
Need a few hours of play but afraid of a loud bottom
waking the neighbors? Do you just enjoy teasing someone
when they can’t tease back? Then this class is right in your
wheelhouse. Find out how to safely quiet down the voices
in the house and enjoy sweet silence in the most sadistic
ways. Join Peter Heid in this hands on class where you will
enjoy the peace and quiet gags offer first hand as well as
other gag related topics like safety, history & presentation
of a wide range of different gags.
A panel of poly ageplayers will talk about the pleasures,
perils, challenges and rewards of sharing Big and Little
relationships with multiple partners, with some hard-won
perspectives, not just "Communicate, Communicate,
Communicate."
This class will cover various techniques used to incorporate
kicking, punching, slapping and shoving. Learn how to safely
use your hands, arms and feet, where to hit and not to hit
and how to hurt without harming. There are many facets to
this interesting hands on type of play.
A mock courtroom in which anyone may charge anyone-men, women, tops, and bottoms alike--and have their
grievances heard by an impartial judge. For each case, the
judge will deliver a verdict and will sentence the loser of the
case to a penalty in line with that person's limits and
boundaries such as corporal punishment or personal
service time to the winner of the case. This is a very lighthearted and comedic event, and it is ALWAYS a highlight at
the large national spanking parties!
We will be stepping it up a couple of notches from the
introduction level class we will be presenting. This class will
be all about taking your flogging skills to the next level as
we explore more advanced techniques, including florentine.
This will be a hands on class and floggers will be provided to
everyone attending, so come ready.
Puppy play is the fastest growing segment of the
Leather/BDSM community. A puppy mosh is basically a dog
park for human-dogs. There’s lots of chasing, pouncing –
maybe some humping – and it usually all ends in a big
cuddle pile. There will be balls, bones, treats, squeaky toys,
petting, and scritches! Come attend the event as a pup or
Handler or just a spectator.
Physical forms of worship and/or torture can be extremely
connective ways to demonstrate both love and devotion to
another. Even torture can be used to express so many
wonderful emotions. So how do you show love and
devotion through physical forms of worship and torture?
How can devotion or love be expressed through torture?
Conversely, how do you torture the ones you love?
PlaineJane will discuss and demonstrate ways to connect
through physical forms of worship and torture within
relationships.
We are going to put the fun back into fundamentals in this
beginner friendly class. Starting with a few simple drills to
build basic proficiency we are going to get into what I think
of as the five basic fundamentals: single columns, body
manipulation, wraps, frictions, and latches before we start
tackling the hard stuff.
Prerequisites

Aura

Sensual Bdsm

Georgia 9

4/20/2019 10:00 AM

11:15 AM

Know how to tie your shoes
Requires 2-3, 8 meter lengths of rope
No all kink and pleasure involves hardcore pain. This class
will discuss the blend of sensuality with BDSM. Some of the
topics of interests to be discussed such as
scratching/clawing, sensation play (fabric/feather), kissing,
and pinching. There may also be some demonstrations of
the topics as well to assist in learning different pleasuring
techniques.

Name of Class

Room

Date

Start

End

Massage_Me_Deep

Antici... patory Service: the Art of
Serving Seamlessly Without Instruction

Room 123

4/20/2019 10:00 AM

11:15 AM

Black Tie

Saturday Morning Cartoons

Savannah 3

04/20/2019

11:15 AM

10:00 AM

Creative Catherine

Couples Zen: Merge & Meditate

Ballroom Central 4/20/2019 11:30 AM

Ignixia

Bondage For Disabilities

Georgia 13

4/20/2019 11:30 AM

12:45 PM

Boomer

Consensual/Non-Consensual Play
“Finding Your Edge”

Georgia 14

4/20/2019 11:30 AM

12:45 PM

Captian Nemo

Erotic Hypnosis Workshop

Georgia 3

4/20/2019 11:30 AM

12:45 PM

Joanna

Tie Me Up - an all level access guide to
rope bottoming.

Georgia 4/10

4/20/2019 11:30 AM

12:45 PM

Jade

Artistic Needles

Georgia 9

4/20/2019 11:30 AM

12:45 PM

Ravien

EGL/EGA/Lolita Tea Party

Presidental Suite 4/20/2019

12:00 PM

12:45 PM

2:00 PM

Ms. Noël

The Thin Line Between Consensual
Power Exchange & Domestic Abuse

Room 123

4/20/2019 11:30 AM

12:45 PM

AutumnOrange

Networking

Room 125

4/20/2019 11:30 AM

12:45 PM

Description of Class
This class will focus on defining service and what it means
to anticipate the needs of another, show how to develop
anticipatory skills and apply them to any form of service,
whether it's in a D/s dynamic, serving your community, and
even how to incorporate it into your vanilla life! It will also
go over how a Dominant can communicate desires and
teach a submissive how to serve them within a dynamic,
whether that dynamic exists for an hour or for a lifetime.
Curl up in your jammies and wake up with some giggles!

This is a hands-on experiential class for couples (or other
relational configurations). Exercises will be interactive. We
will be creating connection, openness, and bonding. We will
promote mutual compassion, sensual awareness, physical,
and emotional intimacy. Start your day awakening your
body, your mind, your emotions, and your desire! This class
is where we do the bonding-- not just talk about it! Please
bring a small towel with you and wear comfortable clothes.
(co-presenter is Jack)
If you've ever heard the phrase "you're too ___ for
bondage" this class is probably for you. We'll cover a variety
of bondage methods that can be used for different ability
statuses in a fluid class structure so we can address
individual concerns as they arise. Be sure to bring your
favorite bondage tools whether it's rope, straps, plastic
wrap, or something else entirely, so we can show practical
application during roundtable-style problem-solving and
troubleshooting.
C/NC play is an intense play style in which consent is given
at the start of the scene, but continuous consent is not
required during the scene. Acceptance is expected and
sought when the scene is complete. Consent, Non-consent,
Acceptance.
At least this is the simple explanation. What happens
before, during and after a scene can be complex. I hope to
share information and techniques based on my experience
and knowledge that will make you comfortable exploring
this type of play.
Ever wondered what is hypnosis? Been curious about how
it would feel to play sensually under hypnosis? In this
demonstration-based workshop, you'll learn what is Erotic
Hypnosis. Feel orgasmic states and explore your sensuality
through a mind-body connection in deep trance hypnotic
state. Let go and connect deeper with your feminine
energy. Learn how to enhance sensory perception and
explore fantasies in a hypnotic state. Enjoy shuddering
touch -less orgasms.
where are you in your rope practice? Join us for an
interactive session of activities and discussion to prepare
your body and mind for rope.

Class goes beyond Prick and Placement. Adding ribbon,bells
and designs to your Flesh Canvas.
The Lolita fashion subculture of Japan is something I and
many others enjoy. I thought it would be a fun idea for us
to dress up in lolita style and have a tea party. Tea and
snacks will be provided.
Where is the line between, “He gets to choose how we have
sex,” and “I am pretty sure I didn’t consent to that”? What
about, “I realize that I wanted to be cuckolded, but I’m not
sure my sexual health is being taken into account here”?
The line between, “I want you to make my decisions,” and,
“but not that one!” can be very thin. Dizzy is a Domestic
Violence Advocate and student of psychology; join them as
they explore just how thin that line can be, and how to stay
on the appropriate side of it
So, we go to all of these events. We party. We play. We
have fun. That is great. How often do we actually connect
with folks and maintain those connections after the event is
over? Well, this class will show you how to connect with
folks, maintain those connections, and help you to utilize
those connections for yourself and your community.

Name of Class

Xanny

Male Submissive Q&A Roundtable

Room

Room 127

Sacara

Violet Wands exploration, kit
development and skill share!

Arc_Ulfgrim

Primal Play: the Animal Within

OneKnot

Dragontails with Thanatos & Oneknot

Archer

ENDORPHIN SOUP FOR THE
UNCONVENTIONAL SOUL – SELF
EMERGENCE THROUGH BODY STRESS
RITUALS

Ballroom South

Travis

Abduction and Interrogration, how to
make a powerful scene

FireNymph

Date

Start

4/20/2019 11:30 AM

Ballroom Central 4/20/2019

End

Description of Class

12:45 PM

1:00 PM

2:15 PM

4/20/2019

1:00 PM

2:15 PM

Ballroom Central 4/20/2019

1:00 PM

2:15 PM

4/20/2019

1:00 PM

3:45 PM

Georgia 14

4/20/2019

1:00 PM

2:15 PM

Edge Play: Finding then Playing on the
Bleeding Edge of Kink

Georgia 3

4/20/2019

1:00 PM

2:15 PM

French Chris

Chest Harness Alternative to TK

Georgia 4/10

4/20/2019

1:00 PM

2:15 PM

Master Varii

Mixing Sounds and Electrical Play

Georgia 9

4/20/2019

1:00 PM

2:15 PM

Atlanta 3

Ever wonder what it's like in the kink world for a male
submissive/bottom? Maybe you have some questions you'd
like to ask, or you're just plain curious about how they think.
Join Xanny as he leads a roundtable discussion with a panel
of male submissives/bottoms and maybe a Switch or two. All
are welcome to attend, regardless of gender.

With this class and demo we’ll go over safety and basic
techniques for anyone just starting to look into violet
wands and then move on to pervertables, electrodes,
purchase & kit building strategies, using violet wands with
other types of play, using it for its debated health benefits,
and adding violet wands to your personal dynamic. This will
be an interactive experience, so folks will be able to try a
number of the things we go over.
Primal Play: the Animal Within is the largest Fetlife Group
devoted to primal play, and is the on-line home for much of
the significant development of the SouthEast Primal Tribe.
This is a panel/discussion forum, where experienced
members from that group discuss topics related to primal
play. This is also a Q&A and audience questions and ideas
are welcome.
Dragon tails can be used as a warm up or a ramp up
delivering a soft brush, a nice slap, or a biting sting. A cross
between a flogger and a single tail whip, they can be one of
the most versatile tools in your bag. In this presentation we
will discuss basics and techniques. THIS WILL BE A HANDS
ON DEMO. If you have a dragon tail, bring it with you. If you
don’t, one will be provide for you courtesy of UNIQUE KINK
for the demo. You are also welcome to bring your favorite
target.
Stressing the body is often done to indelibly print the
significance of a ritual. From kavadi pilgrimages to the
Sundance to firewalking, these practices show sacrifice and
can be used to achieve transcendence. Delve into the
history of body stress rituals and explore how various body
modifications and stresses can be used to recreate useful
rituals in our lives. We’ll even facilitate a kavadi pilgrimage
inspired flesh hook ritual and a modern blood ritual in this
class.
Abduction and Interrogation- Discussion on how to set a
scene, what are the key elements to an effective
interrogation, how do you start it and how does it end.
Safety aspects, both physical, emotional and possibility of
trauma. Discussion includes examples of past interrogations
including cause and effect of the scene start and what
added to the headspace of the scene.
An introduction to the concept of "edge play". Discussion
will begin with the concept of RACK/PRICK vs SSC. Will
continue into definitions of "edge" that will wildly vary
based on personal limits. Will examine my personal
experiences as an edgeplay bottom- both good, bad, and
very ugly. Will offer personal lessons learned and "best
practices" at finding an edgeplay top, negotiations,
precautions, risks, and aftercare.
Have you ever looked for alternatives to the classic box tie
chest harness (Takate Kote), whether it is for comfort or to
change things up? This class will present a chest harness
that distributes the pressure between the chest and the
arms, and gives you the option to tie the arms at the end.
This makes for a more sustainable chest harness for people
with shoulder or other arm issues, but keeps the aesthetics
of the traditional box tie position, in a suspension worthy
harness.
Imagine a low electrical hum running down the entire
length of the sound while inserted. The results can be quite
... stimulating.
In addition to the play and electricity, this class will include:
•Types of Sounds (introduction of different types of sounds
and their unique sensations)
•Safety and use (how to clean and prep the sounds, type of
lube to use, best practices before and after)

Name of Class

Room

Date

Start

End

Master Inferno and
Lady Steele

When A Good Scene Goes Bad

Room 125

4/20/2019

1:00 PM

2:15 PM

Peter Heid

Sleep sack:Confinement, safety, and
comfort for an extended time

Room 123

4/20/2019

1:00 PM

2:15 PM

Korleone

Cool & Kinky: Moving Socially While
Effectively Maintaining a 24/7 TPE
Dynamic

Savannah 2

4/20/2019

1:00 PM

2:15 PM

Sir Gwydion

Funtime Stories with Sir Gwydion

Savannah 3

4/20/2019

1:00 PM

2:15 PM

Dani Panda

Go the fuck to sleep (Naptime with Dani
Panda)

Savannah 3

4/20/2019

2:30 PM

3:45 PM

Boomer

Power and Grace - Using long whips in
SM play

Strict Dave

Spanking 201: Advanced Techniques,
Psychology, Energy, and Beyond

Georgia 14

AutumnOrange

Blow Me Down

Georgia 3

Ballroom Central 4/20/2019

2:30 PM

3:45 PM

4/20/2019

2:30 PM

3:45 PM

4/20/2019

2:30 PM

3:45 PM

Description of Class
We all know what it is like to be in the "hot and heavy" of a
good BDSM scene. But what happens when the Top is the
recipient of an unintended injury, the Bottom gets
triggered, or something worse occurs? Join Master Inferno
& Lady Steele as they share with you scenes they
themselves have had where this exact thing happened.
They will share with you how they navigated the scene after
it went bad, how they persevered through it, and how they
recovered in their power exchange.
The sensation of a sleep-sack is truly unique. Imagine the
sensation of being tightly confined. Sleep-sacks allow a
person to be comfortably in bondage for an extended
period of time or a short scene. Generally sleep-sacks are
very tight on the body, adding to the bondage aspect of the
experience and leaving someone totally helpless. In this
class you will learn safety, how to get people in and out
and some lucky attendees will have the chance to get into
one (oh, and out, lol).
As young, Black, socially influential professionals rooted
within a 24/7 TPE M/s dynamic, Bryan & Hawa have found a
way to fluidly integrate their dynamic within everyday life.
They identify unique challenges to Black kinksters, who are
still navigating cultural taboos held by their peers, while
giving their first-hand accounts as to how they live their
truth even under social scrutiny. Their experience echoes
the importance of BDSM POC safe spaces in fostering
longterm partnerships & community.
Psyche asked her Daddy Gwydion to host a storytime event
for littles and he said "yes!" Gwydion reads picture books
with the different voices and holds up the pages to be
shown. Stories will be both told and read; traditional stories
and the not-so-traditional ones. Littles and their Bigs are
encouraged to bring a pillow and a blanket and to circle
around and listen, interact, and enjoy.
Little ones get sleepy and fussy walking around big
conventions. Lay your little one down for a nap, and a good
bedtime story!
Please make sure to bring your own blankies and pillows
(these will not be provided).
I have a passion for long whips in SM play. There is an
elegance and strength that adds energy to play. However it
is rare that long whips are used or even discussed with
regards to SM. This presentation will provide insights into
some of the special aspects of learning to use a long whip.
Topics will include learning what to look for in a good whip,
throwing techniques and practice routines, and strategies
for using long whips in play.
This class will assume that attendees know the basics of
spanking and will cover advanced topics not only regarding
technique but also communication, intention, energy,
dynamics, creativity, attention, preparation and/or
spontaneity, empathy, intuition, and cultivation of one’s
own nature. Experience is the best teacher for these things,
not a class, but I will give you plenty to ponder and ideas to
try as you build that experience. Expect lots of
demonstration and a torrent of information!
Blow jobs. It’s simple concept, right? The phallus goes into
the mouth, and there isn’t much more to it. Well, that is
where you’d be wrong. So, come join me and learn the
basics of fellatio. Hopefully, we’ll have a little fun along the
way as well.

Name of Class

Room

Date

Start

End

Maleva

Practical Communication in Rope Bondage

Georgia 4/10

04/20/2019

2:30 PM

3:45 PM

Rarius Daemon

Hijama Blood Cupping.

Georgia 9

4/20/2019

2:30 PM

3:45 PM

Ouroboros

Knives and the Art of Fear

Room 125

4/19/2019

2:30 PM

3:45 PM

Jacob the Male Doula

Inducing Lactation for non-gestational
parents

Room 127

4/20/2019

2:30 PM

3:45 PM

Miss Bettie

Role Play – Creating your own universe
and then playing in it!

Savannah 2

4/20/2019

2:30 PM

3:45 PM

Gwydion's psyche

The ABCs of Ageplay

Savannah 3

4/20/2019 11:30 AM

12:45 PM

Jacob the Male Doula

Inducing Lactation for fun and profit!

Glass Room

4/20/2019

4:00 PM

5:15 PM

Em

Primal safety and negotiation

Atlanta 3

4/20/2019

4:00 PM

5:15 PM

MILF of Three

Falling in Forceplay

Georgia 9

4/20/2019

4:00 PM

5:15 PM

MELefecent

Kittening with Consent aka "How Not to Get
Pushed Off The Sofa"

Georgia 13

04/20/2019

4:00 PM

5:15 PM

Description of Class
Communication is one of the key components of a
satisfying rope partnership. It builds a foundation for
connection and helps address some of the risks inherent in
edge play. But sometimes it can be challenging for tops and
bottoms to feel comfortable communicating with each
other. This class asks you to think about what challenges
you face when communicating with the person you tie with,
and offers practical advice about how to practice
communication outside of a scene.
Hijama, or blood cupping is an alternative healing method
and has been around thousands of years. Come join us as
Master Daemon and his slave show you the healing benefits
of blood cupping, with a sensationalists twist.
Few things embody intimidation, power, and terror like a
sharpened piece of steel. In popular culture knives
represent a level of intimacy shared between killer and
victim that symbolizes the sexual, and this class teaches
how to capture that experience with safety and consent.
While knives are often used for sensation play, cutting, or
blood play, this class focuses on using knives to illicit fear,
exhilaration, submission, and a uniquely intimate
connection, all without drawing blood.
This class is for people of all genders who are interested in,
or would simply like to learn about, the process of inducing
lactation with the intention of feeding a child you have not
given birth to.
Aaarrgh! Swab the decks ya filthy rats! Oh, please teacher,
don’t send me to the principal! I promise, I’ll get you your
money as soon as I can! All these bring to mind hot, fun
scenarios. So what’s keeping you from bringing them to
life? Come join Miss Bettie as she discusses the ins and outs
of Role Play and how to integrate it into your play. This
class is participatory in nature so be sure to bring your
imagination and willingness to participate.
Are you new or curious about ageplay? What is ageplay?
Who can be littles, middles, and Bigs? Where can they play?
How do you set up a scene? Why do people do ageplay?
Learn all this and more, connect with other ageplayers, and
get your questions answered as we explore the basics of
ageplay.
This class will go over the process of inducing lactation for
people of all genders who are interested in doing so for
sexual gratification, D/s or hucow relationships or just out
of curiosity.
How does one do primal safely? How does one negotiate,
to get exactly what you want out of a primal scene? Before
you hit the mats, join us for a discussion on safety and
common risks of primal play. We'll also cover negotiations
for primal scenes, with basic pointers for how to get what
you want out of your play.
We frequently teach tops how to toss bottoms all over the
bedroom. But what happens when the bottom doesn't
know how to fall properly, tries to catch themselves, and
breaks a wrist? The fear of falling is one of the earliest,
most hard-wired fears in the human brain, and no sport
deals with it as directly as does Judo. Come learn "ukemi,"
the art of falling, and learn how to ensure that your play
ends with aftercare from your top... not the paramedics.
We've all found ourselves in a position where we've
annoyed someone and maybe you dealt with it gracefully,
but maybe not. Kittens need to be taught how to land on
their feet and straighten up their fluff and maintain the
cute that can get mussed up in the process of getting
"pushed off the sofa".

Name of Class

Room

Date

Start

End

Pup Emrys

Puppy Play 201

Georgia 14

4/20/2019

4:00 PM

5:15 PM

JustRob

Tit Torture

Georgia 3

4/20/2019

4:00 PM

5:15 PM

Lunatic Bound

Basic Prayer Hands

Georgia 4/10

4/20/2019

4:00 PM

5:15 PM

Annhinga

Hard-to-Fuck-Up Kinky Play

Room 123

4/20/2019

4:00 PM

5:15 PM

Lady Steele

Finishing School: Service as Submission

Room 125

4/20/2019

4:00 PM

5:15 PM

Amethyst

Sploshing-Fun with Food

Room 127

4/20/2019

4:00 PM

5:15 PM

AJ Renard

Power Exchange with an Experience
Differential

Savannah 2

4/20/2019

4:00 PM

5:15 PM

Lil Fae

Growing Older without Growing Up

Savannah 3

4/20/2019

4:00 PM

5:15 PM

Hunter Greene

Handling a Human Puppy

Georgia 14

4/20/2019

5:30 PM

6:45 PM

Jade

Inkless Tattoos

Georgia 3

4/20/2019

5:30 PM

6:45 PM

Description of Class
In this class, our focus will be on being a pup as an identity
and a role within the community. We will discuss the
rewards of being a pup or Handler, what it means to be a
24/7 pup, breeds, pet names, pack dynamics and the roles
of Alpha and beta pups, the rapidly growing puppy
community (including the emergence of straight and female
pups in a traditionally gay scene), and the acceptance (or
not) of pups by the traditional, Old Guard-ish Leather
community.
Tie 'em, clamp 'em, whip 'em, stick 'em, slap 'em - the
possibilities are endless. Come see what is possible in the
infliction of pain on the breast. Class will include a
demonstration and audience participation if time allows.
This two rope hands in front tie is one of the most
comfortable and comforting ties that I know. It is my go to
when working with new bottoms and a staple of how I tie.
In this beginner friendly class we will cover the front prayer
or gasshou position and should be a welcome relief to
those who have a hard time with a boxed arms position.
Annhinga's and partner/submissive, slave_slut_elle, will
share some of their favorite activities in the realm of light
bondage and sensual play. Bring a partner and a pad and
frolic alongside them, enjoying a whole host of easy, kinky
fun - spanking, wax, rope, and more.
There are many classes taught about how to flog and even
how to take a flogging, but there are many other aspects to
submission. Service is something a bottom can do to show
their appreciation for their Tops, keep the wheels of life in
motion and running smoothly, and give the bottom the
taste of control that they may be missing in their power
exchange relationship. Join Lady Steele as she walks you
through how her household runs and how to serve in many
aspects in order to enhance your power
Explore the delicious and sensual world of sploshing.
Whether playing with a mate, creating a scene, or doing
performing art, food is an awesome medium to use. We will
talk about which items work best, safety when playing in
public, and even play with some food as a demo. Bring a
towel it will get messy.
Many Power Exchange relationships involve partners with
differing levels of experience and involvement with the
lifestyle. One partner may have a tremendous amount of
play experience but is new to a PE dynamic, or one partner
may be introducing the other to the lifestyle in general.
How do you navigate these disparities while keeping the
Power Exchange in tact? We will explore how to navigate
these potential issues, how to discuss them, and ways to
work around and avoid them.
Having pigtails and stuffed animals was cute in our teens
and 20s, but the older we get, the more frequent we
encounter disapproving glances. What is it like to look in
the mirror and the face you see doesn't match your
perception of your little self? How do you continue to be
true to yourself when society insists that you "grow up"?
Join us as we discuss the challenges and rewards of
nurturing our little selves as we grow older.
Your partner is crawling on the floor, barking. You have no
clue what to do, but it's making you horny. If you want to
play with puppies, come to this class! I'll show you the
basics of handling a human pup and why Handlers find
puppy play fun. Learn about safety and why the first two
things I pack for an event are my first aid kit and a pack of
straws. I'll teach you about the puppy headspace and how
to get your pup in the headspace they want to be in. It'll be
a howling good time!
Inkless tattoos or Bloodlining. Creating and marking a
partner in Red using a tattoo machine.
How to class covering: safety, how to, where to get
supplies.

Name of Class

Room

Date

Start

End

-CHIRAL-

Rope Handling Tips & Tricks

Georgia 4/10

4/20/2019

5:30 PM

6:45 PM

Amberhawke42

Large Vaginal Insertions

Georgia 9

4/20/2019

5:30 PM

6:45 PM

Strict Dave

Play Energy, Dynamics, Connection, and
Communication

Room 123

4/20/2019

5:30 PM

6:45 PM

Lady Steele

BDSM and the Law

Room 125

4/20/2019

5:30 PM

6:45 PM

Ignixia

Playing With F-Words

Savannah 2

4/20/2019

5:30 PM

6:45 PM

Abstract

Ageplay Show and Tell

Savannah 3

04/20/2019

5:30 PM

6:45 PM

Dani Panda

First Annual Little's Lip Sync Battle

Atlanta 4/5

4/20/2019

7:30 PM

9:00 PM

BigDaddyM

Hentai showcase

Room 123

4/20/2019

7:00 PM

11:59 PM

Master Inferno and Lady
Steele

Sir Gwydion

Cigar Service and Play

The Big Little Fairytale Game

Savannah 1

Savannah 3

04/20/2019

4/20/2019

7:00 PM

7:00 PM

8:15 PM

9:00 PM

Description of Class
Don't let the rope get in the way of your rope bondage. We
won't remove the kinks from your rope, but we
will learn some tips and tricks on what we can do to make
sure we focus on our partners and not our rope. This class
will consist of a series of exercises aimed at focusing on the
techniques we can use to be more efficient and intentional
when we sling rope!
This class aims to teach about using larger toys vaginaly. It
will cover things to look out for in aproaching using larger
toys, different options in selection of toys and lube, and
using them.
Technique is what makes a top amazing to play with, right?
Think again!
Physical technique is important and can serve a top very
well, yet even immaculate skills are the lowest tier of what
makes a top effective, capable, and FUN. The ability to read
partners, to channel energy, and to communicate
seamlessly will most differentiate a play partner and can
open up unimagined new heights and dimensions of
experiences.
Come and learn how to build these skills and to realize your
full potential.
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Anal play for intermediate and advanced players! We will
start with quick review of basics then move on to more
interesting activities. We will cover extremes such as large
toys, fisting, anal pain play, and enemas. Like any advanced
or 'edge' play, anal play can pose risks. We will address
many common dangers and alleviate your fears by
explaining techniques for avoiding damage and how to deal
if things go wrong. (Lecture/presentation, not demo.)
Do you like singing in the shower? What about annoyiong
your best friend with cheezy 90's music?
Well, come on down to the first annual Little's Lip Sync
Battle! Not an Ageplayer? Not a problem! Everyone is
invited! All music is accepted! Prizes to the top 3 syncers voted by crowd support.
This is a celebration of Japanese Hentai. We will be showing
several fun movies! Talking at the showing are allowed as
well as bantering about the kinky things sowing.
You have seen people smoking cigars at events, but how do
the worlds of smoking pleasure and fetish intersect? What
does serving a cigar entail? Receiving this service? What do
you do with the ash? Is there more to cigar play than just
smoking the cigar? These questions will be answered as
Master Inferno and Lady Steele speak about this very
elegant form of service.

Create your own brand new faerie tales using play mats and
rock-paper-scissors in this special game just for grown-up
Bigs and Littles. The session will be closed to new
participants after the first 5 minutes, so please arrive early
to be assured of a slot for this two-hour game. No need for
prior experience, the game will be taught!

Name of Class

Room

Date

Start

End

Description of Class
So due to a glitch in the system (or well...chrissie's fault), the class
The Low Cut Blouse class had a description for a safeword class.
Several people were interested in this class. Master So'N'So is
offering a class to discuss safeword, how to use them and all
things related. So join him in the glass room for a discussion
about safe words. The wonders of con can make great things
happen.

Master So'N'So

Safeword Class that wasn't the low cut
blouse class

Glass Room

4/20/2019

5:30 PM

6:45 PM

The previous safewords class description:
After a discussion about safewords & their usage, we will do
some different exercises to practice actually using safewords and
making sure that both tops & bottoms are proficient in
communicating safewords AND what to do if a safeword is used. I
actually developed this type of training to help submissive
playmates who had trouble using their safewords be more
comfortable speaking up and decided to apply the same exercises
in a group setting to normalize their usage!

